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Problem Solving Solution Generation

•Objectives:
–Conceptual Design
–The steps of problem solving
–Strategies for generating, analyzing, and selecting alternatives
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Where we are
• Problem Statement was defined

• Design Requirements --- Undergoing in VIP teams (should be 
finished by this week’s team meeting) 

• Submission Due/List for each VIP team
– W 10/28/2015 (Today): 

1. Problem Statement
2. Team Contract

– W 11/4/2015 (Next Week)
1. Design Requirement
2. Parts/Components List (if applicable)

– W 11/11/2015 R 11/12/2015
1. Conceptual Design [Subject of Today’s Class]

– Individual Idea Generation
– Team Conceptual Design
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The Next Step Solution

• So what’s the next step?
– Initial solution generation Conceptual 

Design
– Expansion of the solution space and 

generate alternative solution approaches
– Select the top solution approaches
– Team Conceptual Design for THE team 

solution which satisfies the design 
requirements
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Problem Solving Process
• Problem Solving Process

– Finding design solutions to a problem ---” 1 Solutions
Generation”

– Exploring and Analyzing those solutions, and  ---”2
Analysis of Alternatives”

– Selecting the most promising design for implementation  ---
”3 Top Design Selection”
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Step 1: Generation of solutions (and Alternatives)

• The act of expansion - all possible 
solutions 

• Overcome the temptation to adopt 
the first idea 

• Building on the initial conceptual 
design and consider (or add) 
alternative ways of achieving the 
solution

• Wide design space but true to the 
problem (and functional 
requirements) better approach, 
better efficiency, economical way, 
etc.
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How do I/We generate solutions?
• Period of Ideation is a vulnerable period of ideas
• Use creativity – remember that you’re more 

creative than your daily life shows
• More ideas can be generated if team members 

first develop ideas individually and then pool them 
together

• Setting the problem aside and then returning to it 
(“incubation”) helps stimulate more idea 
generation
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How do I/We generate solutions?

• Team Idea Generation Strategy
1. Individually, think of the problem and 

generate ideas (day 1) – Individual Idea 
Generation

2. Set the problem aside (day 2) -
Incubation

3. In the team meeting (day 3), present 
individually generated ideas, and build 
on them. – Determination of a Team Idea

4. If no satisfactory solution is achieved, do 
the steps of 2 and 3 again.
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How do I/We generate solutions?
• Ask, using the TRIZ

approach:
– How are problems close to 

the given one solved in 
other fields (of patent)?

– How are similar 
problems solved in 
leading industries?

– How are opposite 
problems solved?

• Generate multiple 
alternative ideas
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Remember the different designs of space shuttle?
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Charles Kim – Howard University

We can use “Conceptual design”  for solution 
generation

• Conceptual Design
– Provides general or system level structures with schematics, 

block diagrams, flowcharts, etc, to reach at the desired solution 
which satisfies the design requirements

– Provides a description of the desired system which satisfies the 
design requirements

– Provides integrated ideas and concepts about how the desired 
system does, behaves, and responds.

– Defines, in addition to functionality, apperance (looks).
– Uses drawings and models and proto-type products

• How do we make a conceptual design?
– Any good example or case to start from?



Charles Kim – Howard University

“Conceptual Design” Examples from Patents 
which are relevant to the project 

• A good conceptual design should:
– Provide a description of a desired system which satisfies the design 

requirements
– Provide integrated ideas and concepts about how the desired system 

behaves [functionality] and looks [aesthetics]
– Use drawings and/or models and/or proto-types

• Learn from Patents for a good conceptual design
– Follow Patent Figures and their Descriptions using the 

Figures
– How different figures (structure, logic diagram, 

flowchart, hardware, software, etc) are employed to 
describe different (or ALL) aspects of the idea



Charles Kim – Howard University

“Conceptual Design” Examples from Patents 
Relevant to the Projects ----

• Examples of Conceptual Designs
– Next slides (a lot of them) will show different ways of (1) drawing 

figures (for different purposes and different elements such as 
structure, H/W, S/W, operation flow, network, etc) and of (2) 
describing the concept using the figures.

• CAUTION 1:  
– You do not have to follow the examples shown in the next slides; 

they are for illustrating that there are many different ways of 
drawing for different purposes.

• CAUTION 2: 
– Do not blindly follow the way the inventions are structured or the 

inventions themselves; You have your own way of solving your 
problem.   



Conceptual Design - Examples
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Kind Codes of USPTO
• A letter and a number which follow the patent number
• WIPO Standard ST. 16 code: “Kind Code”
• Kind codes changed in January 2, 2001
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Kind Code Kind of Document
A1 Patent Application Publication

A2 Patent Application Re-publication

A9 Patent Application Corrected-publication

B1 Patent [No previously-published pre-grant publication]

B2 Patent [having previously-published pre-grant publication]

P1 Plant Patent Application Publication

P2 Plant Patent [No previously-published pre-grant publication]

P3 Plant Patent [Having previously-published pre-grant publication]

S Design Patent



Conceptual Design - Examples
• User Interface 

System Based on 
Pointing Device
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Conceptual Design - Examples
• Evolving light patterns in the canvas of LEDs
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Conceptual Design - Examples
• Power cutting tool with synchronized dust control 

device
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Wet-Mate Connector
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RF Choke for Signal Coupling
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Voice Encryption
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Hardware Trojan-Resistance
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Sign Language Interpreter
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Sign Language Translator
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Describing Concepts Using Figures
• 1. Each component in a figure must have a number (marked by a 

number).
• 2. If the component is used in another figure, the component should 

keep the same number.
• 3. A process (instead of a component) is to be described alone, 

unless the detail of the process must be described.  In this case, all 
components in the figure for the process must be numbered.

• 4. In description, whenever a numbered component is used, that 
the name of the component must be followed by the component 
number. For example, if a memory is numbered 2 and CPU 4 in Fig. 
3, then do this way:  "As illustrated in Fig. 3, the CPU 4 calculates 
and the results are stored in the memory 2."

• 5. Description must be narrative - not a bulleted item.  Complete 
sentences and paragraphs are to be used as in a technical paper or 
an essay.
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Team Activity -- “Team Conceptual Design Generation”

• STEP 1: Give assignment to each team member to 
bring up Individual Concept Design – each team 
member works separately without discussion
– If needed, refer this class note to team members 

to study to learn about conceptual design
– Conceptual Design for the initial solution 

approach
• Figures and Descriptions

– Remember: The solution should satisfy the 
design requirements

– Bring the individual work to the next team 
meeting [Incubation]
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Team Activity -- “Team Conceptual Design Generation”

• Step 2: Hold a team meeting to produce  the 
initial team conceptual design
– Discuss on the individual designs and develop into a 

team concept
– Generate the combined Conceptual Design for solving 

the problem (i.e., meeting the requirements)
– Describe with figures the initial team conceptual design.

• Step 3: Submission
– Collect and submit the individual designs (from 

all team members)
– Submit the team initial conceptual design 
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Suggested Timeline

*NOTE: Very high weight in grading
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Date Activities
W 10/28/2015 Give assignment to Individually generate a conceptual design.

Give the link to this class note on “Solution Generation” 
process
Incubation period

F 10/30/2014

Or First week 
of November

Team meeting
• Discuss individual ideas and develop into concepts
• Generate the Team Conceptual Design
• Describe [type] with figures the conceptual design.

W 11/4/2015 • Reminder:
• Submission of Design Requirements

R 
11/12/2015

Submission* of (1) Collected Individual Designs 
and (2) Team Initial Conceptual Design


